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Introduction
Moving your brand forward takes meaningful connections with target audiences 
and their ever-changing needs. Toluna connects brands with the real-time, on-
demand consumer insights needed to drive informed decisions. 

How? By combining global scale and local expertise with leading technology and 
research design. 

Get more research done in less time — and with less budget. Our quality-centric 
program meets your unique needs through self-service or full consultancy. 
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Committed to  
Quality First
You need insights you can trust. That’s why our best-in-class, 
holistic approach to quality is baked into everything we do. 

Let’s take a step-by-step look at what our clients expect.

Post Fieldwork  
Quality Control

In Field Best  
Practice

Study Design 
& Quality

Member 
Engagement, 
Maintenance & 
Analytics

Respondent 
Recruitment & 
Vetting

Evolving best-in-class
technology applied

throughout the project
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Respondent Recruitment & Vetting
Here’s how we recruit and retain the best real respondents out there.

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting

 Member Engagement, Maintenance & Analytics

 Study Design & Quality

 In-Field Best Practice

 Post-Fieldwork Quality Control

Evolving best-in-class
technology applied

throughout the project
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7.6m+
North America

Members

10.7m+
EMEA

Members

1.3m+
MENA

Members

3.2m+
LATAM

Members

13.3m+
APAC

Members

The Industry’s Largest 
Influencer Community
It all starts with Toluna panelists. 

Partners tap directly into our global respondent 
pool of more than 36 million people 
worldwide, readily available to connect  
with brands.

That means benefiting from robust influencer 
profiles that better define consumer behaviors.

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting
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Panel Recruitment

 �Quality starts at the recruitment stage so we’re particular 
about our process. We’ve built our global community 
panel with our proprietary affiliate network, ThinkAction™. 
ThinkAction relies on high-quality, vetted media partners 
and acquisition specialists to recruit highly engaged 
respondents. ThinkAction recruitment spans many areas, 
including social media marketing, display advertising, 
search, publishers, and more.

 � From there, Toluna influencers must complete our 
registration process and validation through automated, 
proprietary, and third-party technology.

 �Our focus on quality recruitment is just one of the 
reasons you can be sure you’re connecting with real, 
highly profiled, and fully engaged consumers.

Publishers SMM

VideoSEM

MobileDisplay

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting
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Quality Measures Implemented at Registration,  
and Post Registration
How do we ensure the best panelists during and after registration? Here are the quality checks 
in place for each one.

 �Automated Anti-Fraud System on 
Registration Form

 � Postal Address Verification

 �Double Opt-in

 � Email De-duplication

 �Behavioral Pattern Recognition

 � Panel Quality Scoring Algorithm

 �At Entry & In-Survey Checks

 �Google invisible re-CAPTCHA

 �GEO IP Verification

 � Email Domains Blacklisting

 � Linked Account Detection & Control

 �Digital Fingerprinting 

 � Panelist Activity Monitoring

 � Final Check: Pre-Incentive 
Redemption

At Registration Post-Registration

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting
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Ongoing Evaluation  
for Continued Quality
Dynamic Panel Quality Scoring Algorythm

Our internal scoring algorithm reviews 25+ data points and continually scores 
each of our panelists based on performance, both for validation and data 
consistency.

Their scores tell us whether they’re strong enough to continue as a Toluna 
respondent.

 � Pre-survey rejections (digital fingerprint)

 � Incorrect country respondents (based on IP, etc.)

 � In-survey (red-herrings, speeding, straight lining, poor open-ends) 

 � Post-survey status 

 � Lookalike behavioral and data patterns

 � Specific 30-day monitoring of new members

The respondent’s scoring determines their participation status. 

 

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting
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Backed by Leading 
Partners
To put the power of even more respondents on your side, we 
supplement our Toluna panel with high-quality partner panels as 
needed. 

Partners also undergo vetting measures and rigorous quality checks, 
including:

 �A request for information (RFI), as well as full details of quality 
standards and procedures

 � Parallel testing before activation on client studies

 �Ratings against our internal quality checks and analytics

 � Scheduled and ad-hoc quality review assessments

 �Queries and a strike system to flag repeated issues

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting
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Member Engagement, Maintenance & Analytics
Learn how we keep and ensure highly engaged members.

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting

 Member Engagement, Maintenance & Analytics

 Study Design & Quality

 In-Field Best Practice

 Post-Fieldwork Quality Control

Evolving best-in-class
technology applied

throughout the project
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Lifecycle Marketing for 
Member Enjoyment
We use lifecycle marketing principles for consistent,  
compelling brand experiences, and personalized, relevant  
member relationships.

Our panelists are empowered to use their voices, make 
a difference, and do something they care about while  
feeling appreciated.

 Member Engagement Maintenance and Analytics
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The World’s Largest 
Social Voting 
Community
The heart of our member experience? Toluna.com - a true 
community and the largest online social voting platform.  
Here, influencers interact, complete surveys, play games,  
take part in live forums, and beyond. 

They’re also recognized for their actions, adding to their 
motivation and continued engagement. 

Aquisition 
 Engagement  Suppo
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Lifecycle 
Marketing

 Member Engagement Maintenance and Analytics
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Ensuring Member 
Engagement
If members aren’t enjoying their Toluna experience, we’re not doing our job. 

That’s why we engage with panelists and invite them to engage with each other 
around topics that matter most to them, through:

1 2 3 4

 Member Engagement Maintenance and Analytics

Toluna Initiatives Communications Gaming

Examples of Engagement Activities
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Study Design & Quality
Carefully designed studies create quality insights.  
Here’s how we create ours.

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting

 Member Engagement, Maintenance & Analytics

 Study Design & Quality

 In-Field Best Practice

 Post-Fieldwork Quality Control

Evolving best-in-class
technology applied

throughout the project
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Key Areas of Study Design
 Study Design & Quality 

Questionnaire 
Structure

Respondent 
Experience

Target Audience  
& Sampling1 2 3
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Optimal Questionnaire 
Design
Survey design is pivotal to gathering quality insights and central to 
what we do.

Respondents lead busy lives full of distractions and stimulus, so it 
takes clarity and flow to stay focused.

That’s why every aspect of a study must be carefully considered.

 Study Design & Quality / Questionnaire Structure 
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Survey Structure  
Overview
Ensuring a positive respondent experience and high-quality insights 
means creating surveys that are well designed. We’ve included tips 
below to ensure that you’re following a logical survey flow.

 �The Screener (includes demographic questions)

• The questions that determine whether a respondent fits the target 
profile and determine the sample’s population incidence.

 �The body of the survey

• Critical considerations include the flow (storyline); appropriate 
sections; language; methodology; and question structure.

 �Survey close

• A thank you to respondents and, where appropriate, reminder of 
what their insights will be used for. 

Let’s take a closer look at these critical components.

 Study Design & Quality / Questionnaire Structure 
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The Screener
About 25% of survey abandons and dropouts happen at this stage.
Important screener considerations include:

 � Easing respondents into the survey

 �Avoiding bias by opting for general over direct questions (e.g., when 
looking for users or buyers of a certain brand or product, start with 
an unprompted awareness question)

 � Including a broader industry list if specific industry screening is 
required (to mask the target industry)

It seems obvious, but if you are looking for mothers of 
children of a certain age, you can ask…

Do you have children?  
How many?

Then ask the age of the 

child/children

Do you have children  
ages 2-4 years old?

 Study Design & Quality / Questionnaire Structure 
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The Survey Body
Here’s where we can provide design suggestions to truly engage with respondents, 
including:

 �Trade-offs to keep the balance e.g., if something “non-optimal,” like multiple 
grids are needed, balance it with a more fluid section to improve the user 
experience. 

 �Connections to help with flow. Use introductory language for each section  
and make sure that the connections and language are fluid.

 �Clear, unambiguous language. Use short, precise sentences that translate 
clearly across all devices, including mobile. Don’t introduce multiple concepts or 
ideas in a single question. 

 �Sparing use of open-ended questions. Open ended questions can be more 
time consuming for respondents and cause fatigue. Avoid using too many open 
ends. Consider using closed-ended questions first, and when needed, follow up 
with an open ended question.

 Study Design & Quality / Questionnaire Structure 

Q.  What did you think of the webinar? 

Q.  What was your impression of the webinar?  
 1 = Not at all informative 5 = Very informative

Q.  Please describe in your own words how  
 you felt about the webinar?
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The Survey Close
This is a feel-good opportunity to ask for respondent 
feedback and thank them for taking part.

Was the survey engaging and interesting?  
Now’s the time to find out. 

Consider asking them what they thought of the experience.

 Study Design & Quality / Questionnaire Structure 
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Key Areas of Study Design
 Study Design & Quality

Questionnaire 
Structure

Respondent 
Experience

Target Audience  
& Sampling1 2 3



Minimizing  
Respondent Burden
Ensuring a quality member experience means minimizing their 
burden, or the manual effort required per survey and time it takes 
to complete the task.

Undue burden can lead to respondent dissatisfaction, survey 
abandonment, reduced response rate, and more.

Here are our expert tips and safeguards to avoid it:

 �The basics: Offer clear instructions, concise language, clear 
transitions, and adequate response choices.

 �The funnel approach: Ask multiple questions that gradually 
define the precise target respondent, and more general 
questions before asking for detailed information.

 �Know what to avoid: Multiple, lengthy grids, and inconsistent 
scale types.

 Study Design & Quality / Respondent Experience
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Optimizing Survey 
Look and Feel
Survey interface is key, heavily determining respondent 
engagement and quality. 

To break up monotony, we offer interactive options like  
card sorts, accordion-style questions, and gamification. 

For example, here’s our Single Select Grid Tool in the  
Sliding Scale Style with a sample respondent prompt.

 Study Design & Quality / Respondent Experience

Single Select Grid Tool - Sliding Scale Style
Below are some statements that could describe the Toluna Brand. 
Please rate the brand on how much you agree or disagree with 
each statement. 
(please select one response for each statement)



Ensuring Accessibility  
and Device  
Compatibility 
Respondents have different needs and different devices. It’s on us to 
accommodate any and all of them, including the 50% of respondents 
who reply via mobile. 

Our studies are device-agnostic and mobile-optimized for a 
comparable experience across participants.

This improves engagement and representation without cost, time 
penalty, or impact to the respondent.
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 Study Design & Quality / Respondent Experience
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Key Areas of Study Design
 Study Design & Quality

Questionnaire 
Structure

Respondent 
Experience

Target Audience  
& Sampling1 2 3
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Your Ideal Sample Size
As your sample size increases, your margin of error decreases, making a larger 
audience more ideal. But it may not be possible for every study, and  
we understand that.

Researchers typically consider an “acceptable” margin error 5% at the 95% 
confidence level.

What this means for you: We’ll calculate your margin of error at different sample 
sizes to help determine what will yield the most reliable results for your study.

Sample Size Margin of error at 95% confidence level

150 8%

300 5.7%

500 4.4%

1000 3.1%

2000 2.2%

 Study Design & Quality / Target Audience & Sampling
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The Importance of  
Sample and Fieldwork
As part of each project, we work with clients to determine precise  
sampling needs.

From there, we set our automated sampling tools and / or precise sampling 
specs accordingly for our internal expert samplers.

This helps inform everything from sample size and quota to sampling 
methodology, fieldwork duration, sample blends, and more. 

 Study Design & Quality / Target Audience & Sampling

Examples include;

 � Sample sizes and quotas

 � Sampling methodology (targeting, non-targeting, sampling for market 
sizing, etc.)

 � Fieldwork duration vs. even completion across the fieldwork period

 �Quotas: Online representative vs. nationally representative, considering 
the challenges and trade-offs

 � Sample blends (especially important for trackers and trended projects)

 � Fieldwork duration

 �Monitoring sampling and data trends during fieldwork to  
ensure accuracy
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Summary: The Importance  
of Good Study Design
Let’s review the key considerations when it comes to 
designing a questionnaire that’s just right for your target 
audience and the insights you need: 

 Study Design & Quality / Target Audience & Sampling

1. Is the survey engaging to respondents?

2. Are you sure that participants have a clear 
understanding of what’s being asked?

3. Are you minimizing the burden being placed on 
the respondent by providing a logical flow?

4. Have you considered your optimal target 
audience and sample size?
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In-field Best Practices

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting

 Member Engagement, Maintenance & Analytics

 Study Design & Quality

 In-Field Best Practice

 Post-Fieldwork Quality Control

Evolving best-in-class
technology applied

throughout the project
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End-to-End Survey Quality Checks

By now you know it’s true: Quality is baked into every 
step of the Toluna process, and this in-field practices are no 
exception. 

From the moment a respondent clicks on a survey link throughout the duration 
and beyond, we’re ensuring quality at every stop.

Let’s take a closer look at how.

With:

 � Internal proprietary technology and external technology to vet each 
respondent upon entry

 �A combination of tech and expertise to observe and measure respondent 
behavior throughout each survey

 � Final quality control checks after survey completion

 In-field Best Practices
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Safeguards Upon Survey Entry
We rely on internal proprietary and external technology to vet each potential 
participant upon entry with the following and more:

 �A country and time zone check

 � Language device and browser check

 �Digital fingerprinting for de-duplication

 � Link encryption to prevent fraud

 � IP address checks and verification

 �Automatically applied reCAPTCHA to re-test respondents when suspicious 
behavior is detected

 �Auto-blocks to detect and block bots by preventing IPs that are from VPNs, 
Proxies or more. We also flag if the IP address has engaged in fraudulent 
survey activity in the past.

 � Integration with CDNetworks technology to automatically detect and block 
bot activity. This solution uses AI to detect bot behavioral patterns, movements 
and click-patterns.

 In-field Best Practices
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Step 1 (extreme behavior)

 �Red Herring: We terminate those failing more than one red herring question on the fly

 �Straight-lining: We immediately terminate extreme straight-liners 
(SD 0 on 2 grids of 15+ items, 5+ scale)

 �Speeding: We immediately terminate extreme speeders (under ¼ of the median LOI)

 �Open-ends: We can immediately terminate those using banned words (profanities)

Step 2 (flags)

At a higher level, we use the algorithm to enhance quality, based on flags created  
at previous steps. Here we apply more stringent parameters for speeding and straight-lining:

 �We terminate those being flagged as Speeders and Straight-liners simultaneously 

 �We look at all flag combinations to keep or remove the respondent from survey data

 In-field Best Practices

During-Survey Protection
Our safeguards don’t stop once a respondent is vetted and 
permitted to participate in a study.

From there, we use four main pillars to flag or terminate surveys on-the-fly, using a 
hierarchical model to detect:

Speeding  

Red 
Herring

Straight 
Lining

Bad Open 
Ends

1

2

3

4

Important: We cannot apply these methods to surveys NOT hosted on our platforms. 
However, we are always happy to support our clients with project-specific advice on 
questionnaire design and checks that can be applied to the platform hosting the survey. 
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Remember that inattentiveness we discussed? We have safeguards 
to detect it, and additional built-in logic to flag incongruent answers.

All flags are then reviewed in final quality control, including:

 �Contradictory answers (e.g., a respondent that wears braces as well as dentures, or stating 
a high income while declaring unemployment)

 �Dubious responses (a respondent stating the value of sunglasses purchased as too high for 
the type of shop in which they bought them)

We also monitor all surveys for unexpected trends, errors, and unwanted behavior. 

 In-field Best Practices

During-Survey Protection, 
continued 

Important: We cannot apply these methods to surveys NOT hosted on our platforms. However, we are always happy to support our clients with project-

specific advice on questionnaire design and checks that can be applied to the platform hosting the survey. 
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Post-Fieldwork Quality Control

 Respondent Recruitment & Vetting

 Member Engagement, Maintenance & Analytics

 Study Design & Quality

 In-Field Best Practice

 Post-Fieldwork Quality Control

Evolving best-in-class
technology applied

throughout the project



After-Survey Quality 
Assurance
Our quality checks continue even after studies  
have ended. 

Here’s how the final quality control process is applied:

 � Through review of all respondents flagged by our quality algorithm or  
through plausibility and validation flags

 � Through checks of open-ended questions for coherence against the  
question itself

 �Via a syntax that re-checks all data

 � Through any flags on non-plausible close-ended answers

 Post-fieldwork Quality Control
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Your Quality Insights. 
Our Business.

We partner with clients to offer proactive advice and  
24/7 support, whether project by project or on an  
ongoing basis. 

This presentation is an overview of our offerings. Please 
contact us for more information, consultation, or support 
on any aspects of our quality processes.

We also offer survey-specific or general support and 
training for individuals or groups to achieve optimal quality.



 
tolunacorporate.com


